Good afternoon and welcome to the City of La Palma. Thank you for joining us today.
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How many of you have seen the eternal flame in the front of the La Palma Civic
Center? Did you know that this flame has burned continuously since 1972? The
Torch symbolizes not only our remembrance of past lives sacrificed for us and for
future generations, but also the bright future we see for La Palma as the City of
Vision. I want to take time today to summarize what has been happening to make
our future bright and some of the exciting projects we will be seeing in the near
future.
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I also want to welcome you to this wonderful facility, the California Joint Powers
Insurance Authority. CJPIA provides liability protection for its member cities and
today is one of the largest municipal self‐insurance pools in the state, with over 120
members and an investment portfolio of over $200 million. The City of La Palma has
been a member since 1998 We are proud to have this facility and the CJPIA as a part
of our community and thank them for being a partner in delivering quality city
services and facilities.
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I know your time is valuable, so I will keep my remarks brief while hopefully
tweaking your interest to learn more about La Palma. I hope you will stay connected
with us so you don’t miss any of the exciting things coming our way! Several ways
are listed here. A link to our website and social media presence has been provided
in your program and provides more detail and updates on the City’s activities and
partnerships.
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Partnerships are a very important part of our bright future and I want to start by
recognizing some of our most important, the businesses that participate in our
Corporate Connection program.
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We welcome today our bronze sponsors Multi Sales and West Coast Arborist,
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our silver sponsors Care Ambulance and Park Waste and Recycling
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our gold sponsor Rosendin Electric
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and our platinum sponsor, La Palma Intercommunity Hospital. Thank you all for your
commitment to our community and to our future. Let’s give all our sponsors a
round of applause. Each of these companies has played an important role in the
City’s ability to successfully navigate what was a year of change. Since the last State
of the City address, a number of important changes and events have shaped our
organization and community.
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Once Again La Palma made Money Magazine’s List of the Best Small Cities in the Country
coming in at 31st in the US and the highest ranked city in California. We are proud to also
have been named by real estate broker Movoto as one of the 10 best places in California.
These rankings site our weather, low crime rate, high ranking schools, and high number of
amenities. Those amenities include a number of services provided by the City, including
public safety, special events and municipal utilities.
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The last year included some exciting highlights in City services covering all
departments and made possible through a number of our ongoing partnerships.
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While 2014 will mark the 30th anniversary of La Palma Days, 2013 set a high bar
with one of the best events ever and a large attendance of over 9,000. This La
Palma event includes our La Palma Pageant and these young ambassadors
participate in many community events throughout the year. The largest event is our
parade which serves as the official Veteran’s Day parade of Orange County and
featured 30 bands and entries. The parade is followed by a festival in Central Park
with food, entertainment, activities and highlights of La Palma’s history. La Palma
Days is one way our community retains its hometown feel in the midst of a large
urban region.
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Security is a core value in La Palma’s vision and our public safety services are very
important to maintaining that security. We completed an important enhancement
to these services last year with our conversion to a new Spillman dispatch and
records system. The software provides increased efficiencies, accuracy, and
capabilities while lowering our annual maintenance expenses. We are very happy
to have Spillman as a new partner in delivering the quality public safety services our
community relies upon.
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Laserfiche is the City’s document management software and the City recently
moved to Laserfiche WebLink providing 24/7 access to the City’s growing electronic
records data base for the public and staff. Some documents available include
Council agendas, minutes, contracts, ordinances and the Municipal Code. This list
will grow over time as more documents are added.
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Partnerships are a big part of La Palma’s bright future. I already recognized our
Corporate Connection partners and we appreciate their community support. We
also have numerous partnerships with our local schools, neighboring cities and
regional agencies as well as our own volunteers and employees.
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Even though small, La Palma is served by five school districts covering K‐12
education as well as Cypress College and our University of Phoenix campus. Schools
are partners in funding such as for crossing guard services; in facilities such as with
the Miller School Shade Structure project shown here; in programs such as our Fit N
Fun and aquatics programs; and, in supplying volunteer power for many events.
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Cities are increasingly looking to shared services and ways to collaborate to provide
more value to our communities. La Palma has several such partnerships including
working with the City of Buena Park this last year to improve our joint gateway at
Valley View and the 91 freeway. We have also partnered with them for many years
through a contract where they provide vehicle maintenance services for our City
fleet. On street projects we often partner with our neighboring cities for joint
projects including two last year with the cities of Cerritos and Cypress. We are just
entering a new agreement with the City of Placentia to share some of their
webmaster services.
Regional agencies provide partnership opportunities as well. One of the most
important is the regional partnership with OC Sheriff to upgrade the 800 MHz
communications system county‐wide. The City Council acted this last year to
reserve the over $800,000 which represents our 5 year cost share.
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Perhaps our most important partnership is with the employees and volunteers that
serve the City throughout the year. With only 55 current full time employees, the
efforts of every one of them and of our part time staff must be recognized and
appreciated, especially in this last year when we reduced our full time employee
count by almost 14%. We also enjoyed the benefits of an estimated 13,300 hours of
volunteer support in 2013. That is equal to another 6.4 full time employees. And
while we appreciate all of our employees and volunteers, I want to take this
opportunity to recognize some that represent the best.
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Cypress College Foundation (where I proudly serve as a Board Member) provides an
opportunity for the cities in their district to honor citizens of the year. This last year
we honored former mayor Ralph Rodriguez and his wife Diana for their outstanding
volunteer work throughout the community and their many years of service. La
Palma’s recognition event included special awards for Police Explorer Andrew Kim
and Recreation volunteers Ric and Linda Maurice. We appreciate all of our
volunteers; you truly make what we do possible.
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Similarly, the services which are so beloved by our community could not happen
without the extraordinary efforts of our City employees. We honored Jesse Amend
with the La Palma Police Department and James Tsumara Water Supervisor as
employees of the year for 2013. Average tenure for La Palma City employees is over
ten years so we greatly appreciate the dedication that demonstrates and the
institutional knowledge that provides in our service delivery.
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La Palma has had a challenging year working towards true financial sustainability. In
spite of the closure of the BP/ARCO sales office at the end of December 2012, due
to both receiving some large one time revenues and to ongoing expenditure
reductions, the General Fund balance actually grew in 2012‐13. We also took new
action to improve our long term sustainability when we created a Trust to fund our
retirement healthcare obligations.
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For the current year, we have projected that the General Fund budget will be in
balance due to several new taxpayers and the reductions and other changes made
last year. That does not mean the City has secured a sustainable financial future
however. Given 60% of general fund revenue comes from just property and sales
taxes and given the built out nature of our community, growing that revenue is very
difficult.
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Almost 60% of general fund monies go to support the Police Department which is a
core community service and that percentage is expected to grow over time. Solving
this financial puzzle is key to our community’s future.
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One bright spot in the City’s actions to secure that future was the establishment of
a Trust for the obligations already incurred for retiree health care expenses. The
unfunded future liabilities were estimated at over $3 million just a couple of years
ago. By establishing a trust dedicated to funding these expenses and by transferring
an initial $1.5 million this year to the trust, the unfunded liability is now estimated
at just under $400,000. Long term savings to ongoing budgets from this action will
help to keep the City’s financial future sustainable.
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A large part of how the City organization was able to retain services while shrinking
its employee base was through reorganization. Recreation & Community Services
joined with Public Works under a new Community Services Director position and
used some of the savings to reinstate a vacant maintenance worker position,
reducing management and putting more resources into direct services. The City also
moved to contract for City Engineer services similar to contracts already in place for
building and safety services, and code enforcement. The Administration
Department joined with Finance under a new Administrative Services Director
position in just the last few days. This reorganization will also be greatly assisted by
upcoming investments in better finance and human resources technology which will
not only improve productivity, but financial information and transparency as well.
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While we are a long way from the pre‐recession economy, this last year has been
largely positive for the La Palma economy. Like other cities in California, we
continued to make our way through redevelopment dissolution and to look for new
ways to support economic development that fits with our hometown. The City
Council adopted an Economic Development Action Plan and agreed to look at code
changes that could bring billboards to our freeway corridor. We started hosting
SCORE workshops to benefit our existing business community and worked with the
West Orange County Chamber of Commerce to sponsor Walkabouts in retail
centers. And we added a number of new business partners who are bringing new
jobs and opportunities to our community.
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While many Civic leaders would say the dissolution of Redevelopment has
extinguished a ray of light for a brighter future, La Palma has chosen not to lament
on what we no longer have. Two years after adoption of legislation dissolving all
redevelopment agencies in the state, we continue to work our way through the
process. I am proud that La Palma’s Successor Agency has achieved its finding of
completion from the Department of Finance which is no incidental task. That
finding allows us to proceed with repayment of loans to the City and this is part of
our financial plan.
Of the 385 former redevelopment agencies, La Palma is one of only 60 that have
also had its Long Range Property Management Plan approved. Our plan called for
the transfer of property to the City to be commercially leased and create a new
revenue source in the future. The City is evaluating lease proposals right now. The
asset will also generate new employment opportunities and new property tax to be
shared with our taxing partners.
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The City Council established a goal in 2013 to adopt an economic development
action plan. To achieve its goal of increasing community wealth, employment and
tax base, the plan includes strategies that both strengthen the community’s ability
to attract new businesses and create a climate that assists and retains existing
businesses. In the new Sustainable Financial Plan I will discuss later, the City Council
also established a new Economic Development fund to provide some financial
support for these efforts in the post‐redevelopment world. On a smaller but very
practical note, we recently also added to our business friendly capacity by
extending the ability to pay for permits and plan checks by credit card.
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One strategy in the action plan is to capitalize on the City’s 91 freeway corridor and
one potential avenue would be a change to La Palma’s sign code to allow digital
billboards adjacent to the 91. We have an agreement with La Palma Sign Partners to
develop this concept and they are currently in negotiations with private property
owners for possible locations. The number of billboards possible along that freeway
frontage is regulated by Cal‐trans and would limit the number of signs to two. The
earliest we could see signs would be FY 2015‐16. The concept could produce new
ongoing City revenue of an estimated $200,000 ‐ $400,000 per year.
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Another strategy from the action plan is providing more support for strengthening
local businesses. One inexpensive way the City has to do that is through its
partnership with the Service Corps of Retired Executives or SCORE which provides
free, confidential business counseling and workshops as a public service. The City
hosts the workshops in the Community Center so they are very accessible to our
local small and home‐based businesses and they focus on practical information. The
workshops are also an area where we partner with the Chamber of Commerce to
advertise these events and reach businesses in multiple ways.
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One of the things I am looking forward to as Mayor is participating in the Chamber
sponsored “Walkabouts” in business centers within our community. This program
improves communications between the City and our business community and
makes civic leadership accessible. We receive valuable feedback and it helps to
remove barriers to improving commerce as well as providing additional advertising
since the photos from the events are posted onto the Chamber’s Facebook page.
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The high quality of life that La Palma residents enjoy depends largely on the income
derived from the City’s commercial base. For example, La Palma’s commercial
properties constitute just 18% of the City’s total land area, yet commercial
properties account for over 65% of the City’s property tax revenues. La Palma has
benefited greatly from the small commercial corridor located mostly north of the 91
Freeway.
As a La Palma native, I am keenly aware of the advantages of having a 90623 zip
code. This year, several business corporations have also become aware of our
community’s advantages and have added a La Palma address to their portfolio.
Among those to add a La Palma address last year are:
Chase Bank
Walmart Neighborhood Market
Grade Power Learning
Mobil
Tesoro
Regus, the world’s largest provider of flexible work spaces
Nitori USA, parent company for Aki‐Home
CJ Foods
Collectively, these companies added well over 200 jobs to our community. We have
also seen some significant expansions of existing businesses as well, including
Concentra an existing Centerpointe business which recently remodeled and
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expended into a vacant restaurant site in the same center.
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As we look to the remainder of 2014 and early 2015, we see several things on the
horizon which will extend these efforts to build a bright future over the next year
including new partnerships, new businesses and a new General Plan.
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As I mentioned earlier, the City Council recently adopted a Sustainable Financial
Plan. This Plan not only guides development of a 2014‐15 budget, but plans for
another ten years beyond that, balancing ongoing operating needs with long term
capital demands; focusing on available revenue; and matching one‐time monies
with one‐time expenditures and ongoing monies with on‐going expenditures. The
Plan includes a General Fund Revenue Policy which further defines how these goals
are to be met.
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Under these new guidelines, the City will need to put aside 6.4% of its ongoing
General Fund revenue to meet expected capital and one‐time needs due to the lack
of one‐time monies expected to be available. This means those revenues are not
available for on‐going services, but the strategy fully funds all planned capital
improvements over the eleven year window and provides other revenue for one‐
time expenses such as funding unfunded liabilities or major non‐capital
investments. Under current estimates, all City funds would be expected to end the
11 year period at or above their target fund balance level.
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Plan Principles of note include assuring that one‐time revenues are used for one‐
time costs and not on‐going operations. It assumes a balance needs to be
maintained between current and future needs and between operating needs and
capital investment. With restructuring of reserves and funds, it improves financial
transparency and it is revenue based, meaning that expenditures need to match up
with anticipated revenue.
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The Action Plan to make this truly sustainable includes some additional
restructuring and policy direction. The City will add back a part time position in
Parking Control and will restructure some Police operations. The City will also
contract or hire additional capacity to work on grant funding and corporate
sponsorships. With the Action Plan, the City’s financial position remains positive
throughout the eleven year period. More information on the plan is available on the
City’s website and will soon be sent to all addresses in the City for even more
transparency.
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An important part of the sustainable plan is continued capital investment. In order
to meet the goal of fully funding the projected capital needs over the 11 years, an
estimated annual contribution of nearly half million dollars is needed from ongoing
General Fund revenue. Capital needs are paramount not only for the General Fund.
The Plan shows all funds and the utility funds also are stressed over the long term in
maintaining core services and facilities. We are fortunate however, that we have
already made a significant investment in capital over the last several years, in
particular in our street system. The community can look forward to the completion
of the 7 yr residential street improvement project next year.
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For services to remain sustainable over the 11 year period, the City will need to
continue its past success in revising operations to maintain services at a lower cost
through innovation and continuous improvement. One of the significant challenges
to this is the upcoming changes by the Cal‐PERS Board to employer retirement
rates. The Board’s strategy is designed to bring the entire Cal‐PERS system to full
funding over a 30 year period which is a positive goal. However, the increases to
retirement rates required to do that will have significant impacts on all local
governments, including La Palma. The Sustainable Financial Plan assumes these
increases and manages their impact but this will need to be monitored carefully for
the next several years. Continued prioritization of services and service levels will be
needed.
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One of our highest priorities has been and continues to be strong and effective
police services. We made a major commitment in that regard this last year when we
rolled out the new Spillman system and funded our share of the five year regional
800 MHz communications system. We replace some police vehicles each year and
this year we made a change to Dodge Chargers which in addition to looking pretty
cool, had a lower initial cost and will provide higher fuel efficiency. Our continued
partnership with the Orange County Fire Authority is another way we ensure high
quality public safety services.
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One way we measure our safety strength is through crime rate data. As has been
the case for many years, La Palma continues to have a superior response rate to
crime. Our average response time to a Priority 1 call is 2:20 minutes compared to
the Orange County average for Priority 1 calls of 4:15 minutes. La Palma’s
performance target is under 3 minutes.
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Public Safety is also an element in our updated draft General Plan which provides a
blueprint for the future of our community. Adopting a new General Plan by June
30th is another City Council goal.
Our small size, built‐out nature, and aging structures makes it vital we plan
strategically for new development. In order to preserve our Vision however, we
must ensure that development fits La Palma and allows our single‐family
neighborhoods to continue to be great places where people want to live. It is
imperative therefore that we establish a balance of land uses that promote both the
long term economic health of the community and maintain a high quality of life for
the people who live and work here. The refreshed plan preserves the qualities of
what makes La Palma so desirable, while including responsible revisions to reflect
our changing environment. Some of the fine tuning of the plan includes: reviewing
our circulation infrastructure; goals for achieving complete streets and maintaining
mobility; adjustments to targeted Land Use designations to encourage new
investment which result in reducing greenhouse gas emissions; increasing the tax
base; creating new employment opportunities; and, adding a new technology
element to shine a beacon on the importance of technology in our lives today and
for the foreseeable future.
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That is what makes the General Plan project so important. The General Plan
represents both the kind of community we are today and the community we aim to
be, together with a blueprint for that path through 2030. The City embarked upon
the task to update its General Plan at the beginning of 2012. A draft General Plan
has been developed through input from our residents, businesses, and community
stakeholders, such as yourselves. I thank those in the room that have given of their
time to provide initial input for the updated General Plan. This input was the basis
for the City Council’s direction last year to move forward with a draft plan and the
environmental impact review. The draft General Plan and draft Environmental
Impact Report are currently being circulated for public review.
The City’s Development Committee will initiate this next phase of public process at
their meeting on April 14th at 7 p.m. I invite you all to attend. The plan and
environmental impact report are easy to find on our website using the General Plan
navigation button and some frequently asked questions and additional meeting
dates will be added soon. Watch for more information, or sign up for our Notify Me
feature and you will be alerted each time a meeting or document is added. Through
review by the Development Committee, Planning Commission and City Council, we
are on track to adopt our Plan by the June 30th goal date.
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One of the strategies to a bright future that is serving La Palma well is using one‐
time monies, including our reserves, to invest in projects that result in ongoing
operating savings. These include technology enhancements, energy retrofits and
the potential acquisition of the street light system from Southern California Edison.
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One area where we see tremendous potential is technology. I have mentioned the
Spillman software project in police and the financial system project coming up in
our new Administrative Services Department. Prior to the end of this fiscal year we
also plan to replace our existing phone system with a new voice over internet
protocol system that will provide enhanced productivity features as well as
functional redundancy that will provide improved reliability for our operations and
our customers. In July, we hope to go live with new water utility management
software that allows management, engineering, operations and customer service to
communicate and work together to solve problems. We are also evaluating new
code enforcement software that would help us streamline this important core
service in our community.
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Our street lights are owned by Edison but the City pays for the electricity. La Palma
was one of the first cities to request an inventory and appraisal of our street light
system from Edison to aid in analyzing the potential savings and costs for the City to
purchase them. There are a number of advantages to the purchase including paying
a lower rate for the electricity and gaining the ability to retrofit to more efficient
LED street lights. However, replacement and maintenance would become the City’s
responsibility. Our next step is further assessment and a determination is made to
proceed, we would be one of the first. Purchase also requires the approval of the
state public utilities commission. I also want to thank Edison for their cooperation
as we mutually travel this new path together. This is a project that could literally
lead to a brighter future.
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Beyond the purchase and retrofit of street lights for ongoing savings, the City is
looking comprehensively at its energy use and options to bring the cost of that use
down dramatically. As part of our energy assessment we are also looking at facilities
and operations throughout the organization for investments with long term benefit.
This includes evaluating construction of solar power as well as energy efficiency.
These efforts would protect the City from future energy cost increases and would
improve services through improved light quality and facility comfort for employees
and users. One of the exciting aspects of these potential projects is the opportunity
to work with a new, just being formed partnership of north orange county cities and
Edison. When formed, it will allow La Palma to take advantage of increased rebates
that make such investments more viable and cost effective.
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Energy is only one area where we continue to build and rely on partnerships for our
bright future. As we seek ways to diversify our revenues and make services such as
special events more sustainable, we will be initiating a new partnership this year
with the La Palma Kiwanis for beer/wine at our summer concert series. This gives
our concert goers more refreshment options and produces more revenue for the
City and Kiwanis. As you may know, Kiwanis already serve the best hot dogs in town
at these concerts and are a long time partner with the City in successful events. We
will also continue existing partnerships such as our home spotlight awards
presented through our Civic Activities and Beautification Committee.
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While we saw a number of new businesses this last year, Regus most recently, we
also anticipate a number of new businesses opening in the coming year. I have
talked about leasing the HUB space on La Palma and about potential digital
billboards on the 91. Others approved and set to open soon are Grade Power
Tutoring in our Walmart center and Bulgogi House Korean BBQ on Walker by ADP.
We are looking forward to improvements by our existing businesses as well
including an entirely new Mc Donald’s on Orangethorpe.
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One of the points always discussed in articles naming La Palma as best of this or a
top that is the quality of the local schools. Since La Palma is served by five school
districts in spite of its just under 2 square miles size, this includes both districts with
schools within La Palma and school districts which serve the northern part of our
community through facilities located beyond our city boundaries. All schools
serving La Palma residents rate well academically and offer a variety of extra‐
curricular opportunities.
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It can be difficult to explain to residents, however, why their child cannot attend a
school, often within walking distance, vs. being bused or transported by parents to
a school farther way. The City Council has made making it easier for La Palma kids to
go to a school in La Palma a Council goal for both of the last two years. The City
conducted a survey of district demographic and transfer information this last year
to help ensure this conversation is based on facts rather than assumptions or
perceptions that may not reflect what is really happening for kids on the ground.
We hope this dialogue can continue and work towards solving this problem
collaboratively. Schools are partners in the community in many ways and students
often volunteer or become involved in other activities near their school.
Encouraging more children to walk or bike to school also improves their overall
health and eases traffic issues. We look forward to working with our districts to
improve the current situation.
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So what is it about La Palma that makes us confident in its bright future? We have
enviable economic assets including our accessible size, location, and safety as well
as a growing health cluster. We continue to be well served by our initial City Vision
and values of pride and ownership, family, security, opportunity, and vision. We
have managed to maintain our hometown quality while being a part of a modern
urban region.
We want to be transparent about our challenges too, so that we can face them and
take action to meet them head on. These challenges include issues such as building
a diverse economy appropriate to the community, managing our unfunded
liabilities, encouraging investment in our aging structures and facilities and
protecting what has been handed down to us while building our bright future.
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We continue to build our health cluster, starting with La Palma Community Hospital
our Corporate Connection platinum sponsor today. In addition to LPCH, Kaiser
Permanente, our newly expanded Concentra Clinic and St. Joseph Health System
offices, we are home to St. Joseph’s new Innovation Institute. Our strengths
continue to be our central location for business and workforce, our small size which
brings responsiveness, access to top leadership, and our high quality public safety
services which result in high levels of security and safety. Our future looks bright
indeed.
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Perhaps the brightest part of our future, however, is that we remain a value‐driven
organization and community. As the City of Vision, that is only appropriate. Our
vision keeps us centered on what is of core value and it can be seen in our high level
of volunteerism and community ownership such as our active neighborhood watch.
It can be seen in our family centered services, programs and events such as La
Palma Days, 4th of July Run for Fun, Halloween Carnival, summer Concert series, and
more. Mostly it can be seen in our commitment to our bright future and improving
the quality of life enjoyed in La Palma through schools, services, beautification,
communication, and caring.
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At about 2 square miles, La Palma is remarkably complete and compact. Even as a
largely residential community, we have a hometown quality in part because we also
have industrial, offices, restaurants, retail shopping, churches, non‐profits, and
public facilities such as schools, parks and our community center. We also recognize
that we are not self‐sufficient, but rather also rely on and are a part of a modern
urban region. People shop and work elsewhere and many who shop and work in La
Palma live elsewhere. People need connections to the larger region such as
transportation and communications and our location in the broader region is one of
our chief strengths.
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We also must remember what it is that makes La Palma special. The City Council has
a goal to maintain and improve La Palma’s quality of life and we do that through our
special events and community gatherings, by recognizing our partnerships within
the community, by doing our part to keep our community beautiful such as the
return of a dedicated parking enforcement officer next year to improve street
sweeping services and increase revenues to support other services. We have a plan
to continue our significant commitment to street maintenance and we will seek
new solutions to maintaining water quality.
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That is not to say that La Palma does not face difficult challenges ahead. As a largely
built out community, diversifying our economy and tax base is challenging. We, like
other cities in California and around the nation, face a financial challenge in
meeting our long term retirement obligations and unfunded liabilities. Most City
facilities, businesses, and neighborhoods were developed 35‐50 years ago and we
are approaching 60 years since our original incorporation, 50 years as the City of La
Palma. That means even with the long standing value of pride in ownership, we
need to encourage reinvestment into our facilities, businesses and homes if we are
to maintain our quality of life for the future. We are fortunate to be a community
that values that reinvestment and to have built financial reserves that will help the
City build that bright future.
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For all these reasons, I believe La Palma has a very bright future and the people and
partnerships I highlighted today are important reasons why. You may have your own
reasons for considering La Palma a special place and there are a lot to choose from!
I believe chief among them are simply the people. People, who work here, live here,
go to school here and visit here.
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It is said that it is harder to stay on top then it is to get there. La Palma has worked
hard over the last year to live up to the accolades given by others, but more
importantly to live up to the expectations we have for ourselves. That commitment
will serve us well as we face our bright future together. Thank you for joining me
today and stay connected with us through our newsletters, website and social
media. Thank you again to our Corporate Connections sponsors and to our host the
California Joint Powers Insurance Authority, you are part of our bright future. Thank
you again for joining us and enjoy your day.
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